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TT
he sense of ownership
of the community,
their participation and

commitment ensured the sus-
tainability of a development
project in the Kalutara
District.

After a decade, the project
was initiated by the United
Nations Development
Program’s Global
Environment Facility/Small
Grants Program. Officials
recently visited the sites and
were astonished to witness
how those who participated
10 years ago remember them
with pride and joy. Their con-
tribution has led to what is
now a forest stretch valued
by both locals and visitors to
the area.

The Tourist Ministry has
recognized its value by build-
ing a comfortable rest room
at the foot of the climb with
modern amenities. Its use as
an educational site and
retaining the services provid-

ed by the organization of
guides and environmental
brigades sustains the aware-
ness and affords further pro-
tection.

Gallenekande, which is
surrounded by Warakagoda,
Karannagoda and Nagalla,
consists of degraded moun-
tainous land adjacent to the
Gallllena Purana Vihara in
the Kalutara district.

The seven-acre stretch of
temple land is surrounded by
13 acres of crown land. The
earlier illicit rubber cultiva-
tion is now a 20-acre forest
area serving a climate ame-
lioration function also con-
serving the soil and water
and limiting runoff.

The rock mountain massif
Balumgala which was well
known for defence in the time
of ancient kings and
Vastugala – a rock cave, tied
up with folklore are of cul-
tural, religious and historical
importance.
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AA
s brands and markets go
through different stages
in their life cycles we saw

lately how political personalities
also moving on this same direc-
tion, with advertising keeping
pace and goes through transfor-
mation in concept and execution
elements with such out of the box
campaigns like ‘Panchayudaya’
that sure got the attention of the
voter.

Mawbimae Panchayudaya
campaign

With increasing product pari-
ty and brand proliferation like in
the last elections we saw over 617
names screaming for voter atten-
tion. Advertising relics was seen
on things other than product per-
formance as discriminators to
stand out in a crowd. The best
example I can site is the
Mawbimae Panchayudaya cam-
paign. The brand has not built
any mahaweli but, the personali-
ty is known for fighting through
the clutter and making a point on
media and in parliament on the
hinge of protecting mother Sri
Lanka from the world forces. This
cutting edge brand position was
endorsed with a multi barrel
advertising campaign that sure
drive voter attention to purchase.

With this message unique
brand position at the heart of the
campaign the DNA of the person-
ality aptly matched the communi-
cation message that gave power
to the campaign in my view.

I also felt that the campaign
Mawbimae Panchayudaya left  an
attitude on how the brand kills
foreign adventurism whilst leav-
ing a strong bonding protecting
the mother land that made this
brand stand out from the crowd.

To capture the essence of the
brand in one the line such as

Mawbemae Panchayudaya gives
an attitude to the brand that
drives differentiation. Hence,
even though a brand constitute a

bundle features that constitute
product features and consumer
benefits, what finally gives the
brand that edge was none of the
above but some thing that may be
called attitude.

Building a brand attitude
Regardless of the stage that

advertising is in, what makes
brands stand out in a crowd what
separates good advertising is the
attitude it imparts to the brand.
Such brands become icons. Let
me illustrate this fur-
ther by taking
some examples
from the world
of business.

When
Pepsi came
out with the
campaign
‘Nothing offi-
cial about it’ Pepsi became a
brand with an attitude. With the
advantage of being a challenger
brand it off pitched its arch
rival Coca Cola and became the
brand of preference among the
youth. When Cloguard tooth-
paste launched the first herbal
toothpaste in Sri Lanka, conven-
tional wisdom drove the market
towards ‘Herbal- Natural tooth-
pastes’. When Anchor full cream

powder launched in Sri Lanka
we saw the fire unleashed with
the campaign ‘The best next to
mothers milk. The mother in
the advertising was smart
enough to separate the grain
from the chaff and would not
hesitate to call a spade a spade.
Her slightly know-it-all attitude
may not have endeared her to all
housewives but they were more
than willing to stop and listen to
her than arresting to Lakspray
on its tracks. This made this

brand to become
an ‘icon’ with
attitude today.

For years,
chocolates
had been
advertised as
the bond

between loved ones, with
parents or adults gifting it to the
children on special occasions.
The cricket ad with the girl run-
ning with great abandon on to
the field breaking cordons and
rules made Cadbury dairy milk
an icon with attitude. When soap
advertising was fighting shy of
showing women bathing. Lyril
broke open the bathroom door
with legendary girl in the water-
fall that cut its self from the rest
and stand out.

Describe a brand
from what it is not

It is always easier to
describe something by
what it is not than what
it is. The same goes for
attitude. It is perhaps
evident from these
examples that brands
with an attitude need
not be from a particular
product category, such
as lifestyle, or that it is
not a recent phenome-
non. When a campaign

has the courage to buck the
trend, may be, it is on its way to
acquiring an attitude. However,
just being different is not
enough as in Ceylinco VIP ad
where for the first time in an
insurance ad, the dynamics of a
working woman and a rough
street lad was depicted. The
promise of Ceylinco coming to
her rescue to help her carry on
with the busy schedule drove
home the attitude of the brand.
The use of a movie star or
sports personalities is perhaps
not enough to give a brand an
attitude. They certainly make
for more interesting and enter-
taining ads but you need far
stronger characters and stronger
statements or far more icono-
clastic treatment to impart an
attitude to the brand. I feel
Elephant Soda ad is close to hav-
ing an attitude when you com-
pare with the run of the mill
Club Soda ad.

Brands are like stars
I feel that brands are like

stars, or even better. Posh Spice
is said to have said “Right from
the beginning, I wanted to be
more famous than Persil
Automatic”. Which tells us the
competitive terrain of communi-
cation strategy. Stars come and

go but brands lasts and last, and
are constantly being rejuvenat-
ed. What gives stars their iconic
status is their attitude- think
cool Captain Arjuna Ranatunga,
enigmatic politician Wimal
Weerawansa or the optimism of
Sanath Jayasuriya. Their atti-
tude makes them what they are-
stars. So why not brands follow
the same just like what we saw
with success-
ful political
candidates’
advertising.

The need to build brand attitude
!!  It helps move consumer behaviour

One of the most iconic campaigns at the recent election
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Pride, commitment 
promotes sustainable 
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!Winner of Soba Cineru Television Award

Herbs and medicinal plants – the key for the project

Forest Plantation Project  

Gallenakanda Temple premises –the place where all action started 


